Fair Trade Heads-Up Activity Instructions
Make enough copies of the Fair Trade Heads-Up cards, depending on whether you’re following Options
A or B.
Option A: to make it easier for some age groups, you can pre-sort the cards according to:
 Beverages
 Handicrafts
 Other foods
Option B: Based on the size of your group, play as a whole group (player/audience) or in pairs. To play
as a whole group, select one player to hold cards on forehead, seat them in front of everyone else. All
others sit in an audience and can call out clues for the contestant. Or, divide group into pairs, and give
each pair one deck of photo cards.
Each player will have one minute to guess as many cards as possible. When time is up, a new
contestant can try to beat the previous player’s record.
Set a timer for one minute and have one player hold up a picture card to their forehead without
looking at it. The other player yells out descriptive clues for the first player.
Follow-up the fast-paced game with the Fair Trade Shabbat Fun & Important Factsheet with interesting
information about each item included in the game. Fun facts can be pre-cut and distributed among
participants, so that everyone has something interesting to include in the learning conversation.
A subsequent trivia game involving the fun facts can be used. Download the Fair Trade Shabbat Fun &
Important Factsheet Trivia instructions for this activity.
Have Fairtrade items available as prizes – serve Fair trade chocolate, coffee, tea, bananas, etc.

Nu, New or
Knew?
This fun and lighthearted activity of Fair Trade Heads-Up can be followed with some more intentional
conversations promoting Fair Trade practices. Following the game of Heads-Up, separate each itemized
Fair trade item and related facts (provided in the companion document) and place them around tables
to use as conversation starters. Guests/participants can be asked to read and share facts with one
another, comparing what they already knew, to what is new information. Then they can talk about
what they have already considered personally to do to support global sustainability and Fair trade
practices, as well as anything new they might be inspired to do based on this event. See the list of Fair
Trade suppliers to share with guests if they wish to jump-start their Fair Trade enthusiasm.

BANANAS

CHEWING GUM

SPORT BALLS

COFFEE

WINE

KIPPOT

SUKKAH DECORATIONS

VANILLA EXTRACT

JEWELRY

COTTON

CHOCOLATE/COCOA

FLOWERS

CLOTHING

SUGAR

TEA

